Meetings

• 11/3
  • Ryan Zboralski, Sara Sekerak, Anastacia Green from Ecology
  • Nick Poolman from WSLCB
  • Qing Gu from WSDA
  • Steve LaCroix from DOH
  • Jay Burns from Treeline
  • Steve Loague from Integrity
  • Bonnie Luntzel from Praxis

• 11/17
  • Ryan Zboralski and Sara Sekerak from Ecology
  • Nick Poolman from WSLCB
  • Qing Gu from WSDA
  • Steve LaCroix from DOH
  • Jay Burns from Treeline
  • Steve Loague from Integrity
  • Bonnie Luntzel from Praxis
Items discussed

- Pathway for PT provider
- Outlining a PT provider
- Frequency
- PTs and the ICT
The Motion
Creating a pathway for an in-state PT provider

• This motion recognizes the need for statute and rule changes to allow a PT provider to exist in state to produce in-matrix PTs. This would allow either a state agency or private sector PT provider to fill this role.
Details

• Necessary to implement previous motion

• Oversight from ICT

• Not needed forever
Questions?